
 

 

Dear Parents 
I would love to bring Beaux-Arts to your school and area. 
Beaux-Arts specialize in developing skills needed for school and life by using pottery and child-
related craft lessons as a medium to children, from age 3.  
We specialize in that our students make their own creations whilst having a clay pot full of fun! 

Some of the skills that are focused on include: 

Creativity development: all lessons are presented to implement whole brain thinking,  
using methodologies supported by Dr. Kobus Neethling.  
 
Children are motivated to solve their own problems that creation will present.  

Fine-Motor development: including muscle strength, hand function, hand coordination, 
hand skills and very importantly, eye movements. 

Cognitive development: including concepts like shapes, numbers, colours, attention,  
concentration and memory. 

Emotional development: including cooperation, experience and expression 

Perceptual development: including shape and space perception as well as directionality. 

And lastly life skills: by ensuring students evaluate their end result, identify and correct  
Faults and that they know they must be organized, and that they are responsible for their 
workspace. 
The skills Beaux-Arts Kidz Kraftz use are important for tasks like reading, writing, 
problem solving, thinking outside the box, social interaction, etc. 
 
And all this happens by having fun with clay and crafts in a safe environment. 

 

I would love to hear if you would be interested in Beauty-Arts by just 

ticking the box (please send back to school or email to marina.kidzden@gmail.com) 

$5 - $10 per lesson (depending on the children), once a week for a half hour, during lunch 

break or after school 
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